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A phononic crystal can control the acoustic coupling between a resonator and its support
structure. We micromachine a phononic bandgap shield for high Q silicon nitride membranes and
study the driven displacement spectra of the membranes and their support structures. We find that
inside the observed bandgaps, the density and amplitude of non-membrane modes are greatly
suppressed, and membrane modes are shielded from an external mechanical drive by up to 30 dB.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4862031]

Micro- and nano-mechanical resonators offer great poten-
tial for precision sensing and realizing non-classical states of
relatively massive objects.1–4 One promising platform is sili-
con nitride (Si3N4) membrane resonators on silicon
substrates,5–7 in which large tensile stress results in a
Q-frequency product above 1013 Hz.8–10 Coupling these high-
Q membranes to a Fabry-P!erot cavity has enabled quantum
measurements on macroscopic objects and preparing mechan-
ical modes close to the quantum ground state.11–14

Currently, an important limitation to the displacement
sensitivity and radiation pressure effects of Si3N4 mem-
branes in an optical cavity comes from the coupling between
the membrane and the support structure.10,15–17 This cou-
pling results in (1) radiation loss, in which the energy of
membrane modes radiates into the substrate, and (2) sub-
strate noise, in which the mechanical modes of the silicon
frame limit the optomechanical cooling. Thus far, the radia-
tion loss in these devices has been addressed mainly by vary-
ing the techniques for grasping the silicon frame.7,12,18

However, more sophisticated techniques for control of
acoustic waves have been extensively studied in the field of
acoustic metamaterials. In particular, a phononic crystal
(PnC) with acoustic bandgaps can be used to filter or confine
acoustic waves.19–23 The use of PnC bandgaps to suppress
the radiation loss of gigahertz, in-plane resonators has been
demonstrated in the fields of microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS) and optomechanics.2,24

In this work, we demonstrate a high-tension membrane
inside of a silicon PnC structure that provides a shield for
acoustic modes at megahertz frequencies. We probe the
membrane modes and the non-membrane modes by meas-
uring the displacement spectra of the membrane and differ-
ent components of the support structure. We find that inside
the observed bandgaps, the density and the amplitude of the
non-membrane modes are greatly suppressed. In addition,
the membrane modes, inside the observed bandgap, are
shielded from an external mechanical drive by up to 30 dB.

The device consists of a patterned silicon substrate with
a center island that contains high-tension square film of
Si3N4 suspended across a mm-scale frame [Fig. 1(a)]. The
unit cell length scale required to create a bandgap centered at
a frequency f can be estimated by k=2 ! v=2f " 1 mm,
where k and v are the acoustic wavelength and velocity in
silicon, respectively. For bandgaps centered at megahertz
frequencies, we can fit three to four unit cells around the
membrane with a 1 cm square chip. Our unit cell is com-
posed of a square block with four bridges [Fig. 1(c)].25,26

We study two different devices (A and B) with different
PnC shields [Fig. 1(a)], and a reference device (C) without
the PnC shield. (see Table I for measured geometry parame-
ters.) In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we display the band diagrams
for the two different PnCs with infinite number of unit cells;
this calculation is completed with the finite-element-method
(FEM) software COMSOL using the measured device
parameters.

Fabrication of the devices begins with the growth of a
100-nm-thick Si3N4 film by low-pressure chemical vapor

FIG. 1. (a) Photograph of device A. The chip frame (CF) is connected to the
piezoelectric actuator at four corners (the blue dashed region). (b) Expanded
view of the white dashed regions shows a square membrane (M, yellow) sur-
rounded by a membrane frame (MF, light blue) and a PnC unit cell (PnC,
light blue). The red, green, and purple spots in (b) and the blue spot in (a)
are locations of displacement measurements in Figs. 2(c)–2(f). (c)
Schematic of the PnC unit cell and definitions of the geometry parameters.
See Table I for the values of these parameters for the devices A and B.

a)Current address: QUANTOP, Niels Bohr Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Blegdamsvej 17, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark.

b)Electronic mail: regal@colorado.edu
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deposition on both sides of a 300-lm thick Si wafer. The
membrane and PnC structure are created in two sequential
steps; each starts with patterned removal of the back Si3N4

layer followed by deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) for bulk
Si machining. In the first step, the DRIE stops tens of
microns short of etching fully through the wafer, and a KOH
wet etch completes the release of the square Si3N4 mem-
brane on the front of the wafer. In the second step, the PnC
crosses are micromachined with DRIE all the way through
the wafer (resulting in PnC holes that are vertical to "1#).
During fabrication (except the KOH step), the front side of
the wafer is glued with processing adhesive to a protection
substrate, and the final devices are released from the protec-
tion substrate and cleaned using solvents and a sulfuric-
acid-based solution.

The membrane resonator vibrates like a drum with dis-
crete frequencies given by fmn !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
r$m2 % n2&=4ql2

p
, where

r is the tensile stress, $m; n& are integer mode indices repre-
senting the number of antinodes, q is the volume mass den-
sity, and l is the membrane side length. The fabricated

membranes in the PnCs are experimentally confirmed to be
under a high tensile stress of 1 GPa: The fundamental mem-
brane frequency for devices A and B is 1.1 MHz.

To characterize the mechanical properties of the devi-
ces, we excite the chip at different frequencies through a pie-
zoelectric ring actuator connected to all four frame corners
with double-sided tape and measure displacement using a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. First, we present studies in
which we probe the displacement of the Si3N4 membrane.
We position the optical spot slightly off the membrane center
to allow a variety of modes to be probed. The driven dis-
placements as a function of frequency for devices A and B
are compared with that of a control device C in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d), respectively. We find that the displacement is
clearly suppressed in the frequency ranges of 1.5–2.75 MHz
and 4.05–4.45 MHz (2.65–3.25 MHz and 3.5–4.5 MHz) for
device A (B), resulting in a flat response that is limited by
the shot noise of optical detection. These “observed
bandgaps” roughly overlap with the calculated bandgaps
[grey regions in both Figs. 2(a),2(b) and 2(c),2(d)]. The cen-
ter frequencies of the observed and predicted bandgaps are
consistent within "10%.

Most of the modes we see in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are non-
membrane modes; the finite number of membrane modes is
shown by dashed lines. Physically, the chip consists of (1)
the membrane (M), (2) the membrane frame (MF), (3) the
PnC structure (PnC), and (4) the chip frame (CF) [Fig. 1(a)].
The membrane and the MF together form a “defect” embed-
ded in the PnC lattice. We optically probe the MF, the PnC,
and the CF by focusing on the three different locations indi-
cated in Fig. 1(b). Looking at these spectra in conjunction
with the membrane displacement, we can understand the ori-
gin of the non-membrane modes. The piezoelectric actuator
itself has frequency-dependent structure, and measuring at

FIG. 2. Frequency-dependent mechanical response. (a) and (b) Simulated band diagrams for infinite number of the unit cells used in devices A and B.
Bandgap ranges are shown in grey. (c) and (d) Measured membrane displacement spectra of devices A, B, and C. The data are smoothed with a 4 kHz band-
width. The ranges of ideal bandgaps are shown in grey. Membrane modes predicted based on the observed fundamental mode frequencies of devices A and B
(up to the (4,4) mode) are shown by dashed lines. (e) and (f) Probing the non-membrane modes via measuring displacement spectra at different locations on de-
vice B: At the membrane (red), the membrane frame (MF, green), the PnC (purple), and the corner of chip frame (CF, blue). (e) An example spectral region in
an observed bandgap in device B. (f) An example of two non-membrane modes of device B outside the observed bandgaps.

TABLE I. Measured geometry parameters of the devices.

Definition [lm] Symbol Device A Device B Device Ca

Number of unit cellsb 3 4.5 …

Unit cell size a 1100 lm 800 lm …

Block length b 686 542 ..

Bridge width w 97 96 …

Wafer thickness t 300 300 …

Membrane length l 372 367 500

Membrane frame size 786 783 104

Membrane thickness 0.1 0.1 0.04

aNorcada, Inc.
bBetween the center and the edge of the chip.
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the CF reveals the information about this structure. Mainly,
the displacement measured on the corner of CF is limited by
the detection noise, but some “piezo-modes” are clearly
identifiable [see Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) for two examples].

We find that the combined spectra have distinct features
inside and outside the observed bandgaps. Inside the
observed bandgap, the spectra of the PnC, the MF, and the
membrane are flat except a couple of “defect modes”
observed in the spectra of the MF and the membrane [see
Fig. 2(e) for one example]. While the mechanical modes of
the MF cannot be completely avoided in the bandgap, they
only occur sparsely and are clearly separable from the mem-
brane modes. Outside the observed bandgaps, most modes
except the membrane modes have comparable motion in the
membrane, the MF, and the PnC [see Fig. 2(f) for one exam-
ple]. We also find that piezo modes greatly enhance the
motion of other components, while inside the observed
bandgaps the piezo modes do not induce any observed
motion of other components [compare Figs. 2(f) and 2(e)].

The observed eigenmodes include admixtures of modes
created by the membrane, the MF, the PnC, and the CF. We
use a FEM to simulate the whole device in order to visualize
and characterize the expected frequency-dependent structure
of all the modes. The boundary conditions for the simulation
fix the corners of the back side of the chip. We find all the
eigenmodes between 1 and 5 MHz. To estimate the motion
that will be observed on the Si3N4 membrane [as measured
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)], for each mode we calculate a
“partition coefficient” defined by the ratio of the energy
stored in the membrane to the energy stored in the whole
device

Emem '
"

mem.$x&ju$x&j2d3x
"

whole.$x&ju$x&j
2d3x

; (1)

where u$x& is the simulated displacement field and .$x& is
the mass density field.

The partition coefficient Emem is plotted in Fig. 3 as a
function of mode frequency using the parameters for devices
B and C. The membrane modes are clearly identifiable as the
Emem ’ 0 dB; these modes have the small effective mass
associated with the Si3N4 membrane. A majority of the
non-membrane modes of device C have an Emem between
(40 and (60 dB; these modes have a much larger effective
mass associated with the silicon substrate. For device B,
there are two ranges with reduced Emem that roughly overlap
with the ideal calculated bandgaps. The reductions are finite
(Emem between (70 and (130 dB) and smoothly degraded
because the simulation takes into account the finite
number of unit cells. There are also a finite number of
non-membrane modes with Emem > (40 dB. Inside the
device-B bandgap, these modes can be classified as defect
modes with Emem < (30 dB. Outside of the device-B
bandgap and in device C, there are a larger number of modes
("4% of the modes) with Emem > (40 dB. These modes
with the largest Emem tend to be clustered near the expected
membrane mode frequencies.

In Figs. 3(b)–3(f), we also show the displacement profile
of example modes on a logarithmic scale. We see that the
non-membrane modes inside the bandgaps are dominated by

the MF or the CF, and the displacement field decays expo-
nentially in the PnC [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. On the contrary,
the non-membrane modes outside the bandgaps have a uni-
formly distributed displacement field [Fig. 3(b)]. We also
find that for the membrane modes inside and outside the
bandgaps [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)], the displacement fields in the
PnC behave the same as the non-membrane modes inside
and outside the bandgaps. In other words, inside the
bandgap, the PnC acts as a passive mechanical filter that
decouples the CF and the “defect;” outside the bandgap, the
PnC moves with all the other components together, i.e., they
can be strongly coupled.

Finally, we have studied the efficiency with which the
piezoelectric actuator can drive membrane modes inside and
outside the bandgap. The piezoelectric actuator does not
directly drive the membrane; it drives the membrane through
the chip frame, the PnC, and the membrane frame. In other
words, the piezoelectric actuator actuates the membrane
mode through the non-membrane modes, and hence, we
expect the driving efficiency to be low inside the observed
bandgap. We quantitatively analyze this effect by measuring
the piezo actuated energy of the (1,1) through (4,4) mem-
brane modes of devices A and C. To obtain a calibrated mea-
sure of the relative actuated energy, we also measure for
each mode the thermally actuated energy provided by the
thermal fluctuating force, which is not shielded by the PnC.
The ratio of the driven to thermal energy, R, can be obtained
by comparing the driven to thermal vibration amplitude

FIG. 3. Simulated membrane and non-membrane modes for devices B and
C. (a) Simulated partition coefficient Emem of devices B and C. Data of de-
vice B (C) are red (blue). Data of each device are connected by lines to see
the trend. Ideal calculated bandgaps are shown in grey. (b)–(f) Simulated
displacement field for four kinds of modes. Color scheme represents the am-
plitude of displacement in a logarithmic scale. (b) An example of a non-
membrane mode outside the bandgap. (c) An example of a MF mode inside
the bandgap. (d) An example of a CF mode inside the bandgap. (e) and (f)
Two examples of membrane modes inside/outside the bandgap.
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R ! R$p; f ;Bw& /
jD$p; f &=gj2

)Sd$f &=g2*Bw
! jD$p; f &j

2

Sd$f &Bw
; (2)

where D$p; f & is the driven displacement amplitude meas-
ured with a network analyzer under external driving power
p, Sd$f & is the displacement spectral density measured with a
spectrum analyzer without external driving power, g is the
overlap factor between the optical spot and the membrane
mode shape, and Bw! 2 Hz is the resolution bandwidth of
the spectrum analyzer.

In Fig. 4, we plot R as a function of a measure that
approximates the local mode density near each membrane
mode. This measure provides an estimate of the expected
driving efficiency, but not necessarily a rigorous correspon-
dence, because the set of optically measured modes will not
necessarily correspond to the set of modes that couple best to
a particular membrane mode. Nonetheless, we see a positive
correlation between the driven motion and this mode density
for device A. We also observe a much larger dynamic range
in R for device A than for device C, which is as expected
because the phononic crystal structure introduces a nonuni-
formity to the local mode structure. A direct comparison
between devices A and C shows the smallest R in device A
is 30 dB smaller than the smallest R in device C, indicating
that in the bandgap membrane modes can be significantly
isolated from the chip frame.

Delivering energy from the chip frame to the membrane
is the reverse process of radiating energy from the membrane
to the chip frame. Therefore, the well-isolated (small R)
membrane modes are expected to have small radiation loss.
However, the highest Q of the membrane modes we
observed in device A is about 106, comparable with the high-
est Q of the membrane modes in device C. This is possibly
because the membranes are still limited by the material loss.
In fact, in this new fabrication process, we know that some

defects were generated; images of some of the membranes
reveal inhomogeneous spots up to 100 lm in size. In the
future, we will investigate realizing higher Si3N4 Qs in the
bandgaps by measuring at cryogenic temperature and
improving control of the fabrication.
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FIG. 4. The ratio of the actuated energy of the membrane modes provided
by the piezoelectric actuator to that by the thermal fluctuating force as a
function of a local density of modes. The density is determined from the
data in Fig. 1(c) by counting the number of observed modes in a 50 kHz
range centered at each membrane mode. (a) Data for device A. The mem-
brane mode indices are labeled. (b) Data for device C. The corresponding
modes with lowest R in (a) are shown in square.
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Elastic strain engineering for ultralow
mechanical dissipation
A. H. Ghadimi,1* S. A. Fedorov,1* N. J. Engelsen,1* M. J. Bereyhi,1 R. Schilling,1

D. J. Wilson,2† T. J. Kippenberg1†

Extreme stresses can be produced in nanoscale structures; this feature has been used to
realize enhanced materials properties, such as the high mobility of silicon in modern
transistors. We show how nanoscale stress can be used to realize exceptionally low
mechanical dissipation when combined with “soft-clamping”—a form of phononic
engineering. Specifically, using a nonuniform phononic crystal pattern, we colocalize the
strain and flexural motion of a free-standing silicon nitride nanobeam. Ringdown
measurements at room temperature reveal string-like vibrational modes with quality (Q)
factors as high as 800 million and Q ! frequency exceeding 1015 hertz. These results
illustrate a promising route for engineering ultracoherent nanomechanical devices.

E
lastic strain engineering uses stress to re-
alize unusual material properties (1). For
instance, stress can enhance the electron
mobility of a semiconductor, enablingmore
efficient solar cells (2) and smaller, faster

transistors (3). In mechanical engineering, the
pursuit of resonatorswith lowdissipation (4) has
led to studies of a complementary strain engi-
neering technique known as dissipation dilution,
whereby the stiffness of a stressed material is
effectively increased without added loss (5–8).
Unlike most bulk mechanical properties, dissi-
pation dilution can improvewith reduced device
dimensions, implying that smaller-mass resona-

tors can have higher quality factors Q. This un-
usual scaling is responsible for the anomalously
highQ of Si3N4 nanomechanical resonators (8–11)
and has led to the emergence of “quantum-
coherent” resonators with thermal decoherence
times !Q/kBT longer than one vibrational period
(where !, kB, and T are the reduced Planck con-
stant, Boltzmann constant, and bath tempera-
ture, respectively).
Whereas elastic strain engineering commonly

relies on extreme inhomogeneous stresses pro-
duced by nanoscale deformation (12) [e.g., by lith-
ographic patterning (13, 14) or nano-indentation
(15)], nearly all studies of dissipation dilution have

focused onmaterials under weak, uniform stress
produced during material synthesis. The main
challenge in bridging these two approaches is to
identify strategies to colocalize stress and me-
chanical motion at the nanoscale. Our strategy,
based on phononic crystal patterning, is concep-
tually simple and entirelymaterial-independent
(Fig. 1): Byweakly corrugating a prestressednano-
beam, we create a band gap for localizing its flex-
ural modes around a central defect. By tapering
the beam, we colocalize these modes with a re-
gion of enhanced stress. Reduced motion near
the supports [“soft-clamping” (8)] results in high-
er dissipation dilution, while enhanced stress
increases both dilution andmode frequency.We
implemented this approach on tapered beams
with extremely high aspect ratios (as long as
7 mm and as thin as 20 nm) made of 1.1 GPa–
prestressed Si3N4, and achieved local stresses as
high as 3.8 GPa.
To illustrate the basic features of our approach,

we first consider a model for dissipation dilution
of a nonuniform beam of length L, thickness h,
and variable width w(x). Following an anelastic
approach successfully applied to uniform nano-
beams (6, 7) and nanomembranes (16), we parti-
tion the potential energy of the beamU into two
components: a dissipative component due to
bending, UE = ! E0!

L

0I!x"#u!!x"$
2dx , and a

conservative component due to elongation, Us =
! T !L

0
#u"!x"$2dx , where u(x) is the vibrational

mode shape, I(x) = (1/12)w(x)h3 is the geometric
moment of inertia, E0 is the Young’s modulus,
T = hw(x)s(x) is the tension, and s(x) is the
axial stress of the beam, respectively. The Q
enhancement due to stress (the dissipation
“dilution factor”) is given by the participation
ratio of the lossy potential (5–7):

Q
Q0

% 1& Us

UE
" 12
E0h2

'
!
L

0
#u"!x"$2dx

!
L

0
s(1!x"#u!!x"$2dx

!1"

where Q0 is the intrinsic (undiluted) quality fac-
tor. For the familiar case of a uniform beam with
a string-likemode shape described by u(x)º sin
(pnx/L), where n is the mode number, Eq. 1 im-
plies that

Q
Q0

"
3
p2

s2

E0h2rf 2
!2"

wherer is thematerial density and f % !n=L"
!!!!!!!!
s=r

p

is the mode frequency. Nearly all stressed nano-
mechanical resonators studied to date have op-
erated far below this limit. The main reason for
this discrepancy is clamping loss; for example, in
the case of a doubly clamped beam, boundary
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Fig. 1. Ultrahigh-Q nano-
beams through dissipa-
tion dilution. (A) Mode
shapes representing three
strategies to enhance the Q
of a nanobeam via dissipa-
tion dilution. From bottom
to top: uniform stress, soft-
clamping, and geometric
strain engineering. Color
scale represents axial stress
s. (B) Q versus mode
frequency (f ) accessible
for a 20-nm-thick Si3N4

nanobeam, following Eq. 3.
Gray region: Q(f) of an
unstressed beam, limited by
material loss. Green region:
Q(f ) of a 3-mm-long
uniform beam with s <
1 GPa. Blue region:
Q(f ) accessible by soft-
clamping. Red region: Q(f )
accessible by soft-clamping
and strain engineering.
Hatched region (upper right) is
forbidden by thematerial yield strength. Solid circles correspond tomeasurements described in themain text.
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conditions u"(x0) = u(x0) = 0 require that the
vibrational mode shape exhibit extra curvature
[u""(x)] near the supports (x0 = 0, L), resulting
in a reduced dilution factor of the form

Q
Q0

" 2l
!

supports

& p2n2l2
!
antinodes

0

@

1

A
(1

!3"

(7, 17), wherel = !h=L"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1=!12e"

p
in units of axial

strain e = s/E.
The uniform beammodel (Eq. 3) gives several

rules of thumb for maximizing the Q (or Q " f
product) of a stressed nanomechanical resonator;
namely, Q is typically highest for the fundamen-
tal mode (n = 1) and can be increased by increas-
ing the aspect ratio (L/h) or stress. By contrast,
Q " f is typically larger for high-order modes.
Both strategies have been explored for a wide
variety of beam- andmembrane-like geometries
(17, 18). A third approach, recently demonstrated
with a membrane (8), is to use periodic micro-
patterning [a phononic crystal (PnC)] to local-
ize the mode shape away from the supports. By
this soft-clamping approach, the leading term
in Eq. 3 can be suppressed, giving access to the
performance of an ideal clamp-free resonator
(Eq. 2).
Complementary to soft-clamping, our approach

consists of colocalizing the mode shape with a re-
gion of geometrically enhanced stress,making use
of the tension balance relation s(x) = T/[w(x)h]
[similar to microbridge structures (13, 14)]. In-
homogeneous stress has been exploited before to
increase theQ " f product of a nanomechanical
resonator (19); however, performance was in this
case limited by rigid clamping. Combining geo-

metrically enhanced stress with soft-clamping
can lead to improved performance: For example,
Eq. 2 suggests that theQ (for a fixed f ) of a typical
1 GPa–prestressed Si3N4 nanobeam can be en-
hanced by a factor of 50 before the stress in the
thinnest part of the beam reaches the yield
strength of Si3N4 (syield " 6 GPa). This material
limit, described by Eq. 2 with s = syield and il-
lustrated by the hatched region in Fig. 1, can be
shown to apply to an arbitrary beam profilew(x)
(20). In gaining access to it, the main caveat of
our approach is the small area inwhich the stress
is enhanced, which implies that high-order flex-
ural modes must be used to achieve sufficient
colocalization.
Devices were patterned on 20-nm-thick films

of high-stress Si3N4 (E0 " 250 GPa, s0 " 1.1 GPa)
grownby low-pressure chemical vapor deposition
on a Siwafer. Amultistep release process (20) was
used to suspend beams as long as 7mm, enabling
aspect ratios as high as 3.5 " 105 and dilution fac-
tors in excess of (2l)–1 " 3 " 104. PnCs were real-
ized by corrugating beamswith a simple step-like
unit cell (length Lc, minor width wmin, major
width wmax " 2wmin) (Fig. 2A). A uniform de-
fect of length Ld was patterned at the center
of each beam to define the position of local-
izedmodes. Colocalization of stress with these
modes is achieved by adiabatically tapering
the width of successive unit cells toward the
defect according to a Gaussian envelope func-
tion (20).
Localized modes of PnC nanobeams (“1D

phononic crystals”) have already been widely
studied, as their ultralowmass and sparsemode
spectrummake them highly promising for sens-
ing applications. However, in contrast to 2D

(membrane-like) resonators (8), ultrahigh Q in
1D PnCs has not been reported to date because
of a focus on unstrained materials (21) and/or
highly confined (high-curvature)modes (18) lim-
ited by radiation loss. With this discrepancy in
mind, we first embarked on a study of uniform
(untapered) PnC nanobeams, focusing on local-
ized modes of our high–aspect ratio devices.
An experiment demonstrating soft-clamped

1Dnanomechanical resonators is shown in Fig. 3.
We studied 2.6-mm-long devices with unit cells
of lengthLc = 100 mmandwidthwmin(max) = 0.5 ±
0.1 mm. To characterize these devices, we carried
out thermal noise and ringdownmeasurements
in vacuo (<10–6 mbar) using a lensed-fiber in-
terferometer (20). As a consequence of their
simple geometry,mode frequencies (inferred from
thermal noise spectra; Fig. 3E) were found to
agree well with a numerical solution to the 1D
Euler-Bernoulli equation (20). Particularly strik-
ing is the sparsemode spectrum inside the band
gap, visualized by compiling spectra of beams
with different defect lengths (Fig. 3F). A single
defect mode appears to move in and out of the
band gap as the defect length is varied. This
mode is expected to be localized and therefore
to have a reduced effective massm. Comparing
the area under thermal noise peaks and esti-
mating the physical beammass to bem0 = 100 pg,
we infer that indeed m " 5 pg << m0 (20). This
value is in good agreement with the mode pro-
file obtained from the Euler-Bernoulli equation
(Fig. 3G) and is smaller than that of an equiv-
alent 2D localizedmode by roughly two orders of
magnitude.
In accordance with Eq. 3, we also observed a

marked increase in the Q of localized modes. To
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Fig. 2. Strain-engineered 1D phononic crystals. (A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a tapered PnC nanobeam, vertically scaled for
perspective. (B) Width/stress profile and defect mode shape of a device with 60 unit cells. (C) Thermal displacement spectrum of 4-mm-long devices.
Band gaps are highlighted in orange. (D) Width/stress profiles of the devices in (C). (E) Simulation of peak stress versus band gap frequency fbg for
the devices shown in (D). (F) Measurements of fbg versus length of the central unit cell (parameterizing the taper length). Red and blue lines are models
with and without accounting for stress localization, respectively (see text).
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visualize this enhancement, we compiled mea-
surements of Q versus mode frequency for
40 beams of different defect length (Fig. 3G).
Outside the band gap, we find that Q( f ) is con-
sistent with that of a uniform beam, asymptot-
ing at low mode order (n < ~20) to Q " 2 " 107,
implying Q0 " 2lQ " 1500. Inside the band gap
(n " 26), Q approaches that of an idealized
clamp-free beam [Q " Q0/(pnl)

2 " 108]. The
transition between these two regimes agrees
well with a fullmodel (gray dots in Fig. 3G) based
on Eq. 1. In Fig. 4A we highlight the 19-s ring-
down of a 2.46-MHz defect mode, correspond-
ing to Q = 1.5 " 108 and Q " f = 3.7 " 1014 Hz.
Having established near-ideal soft-clamping

of uniform nanobeams, we next studied the per-
formance of strain-engineered (tapered) nano-
beams. A set of 4- and 7-mm-long tapered PnC
nanobeams was fabricated with the length of the
taper varied so as to tune the stress at the center
of the beams(xc) from2 to 4GPa (Fig. 2, D andE).
We note that for our tapering strategy, the width
of the beam centerw(xc) is fixed, so that the stress
is tuned by changing the equilibrium tensionT
(20). Moreover, for each taper length the soft-
clampedmode is engineered to bewell localized
inside the thin taper region by tuning the pitch of
unit cells. Measurements of band gap frequency
fbg versus length of the central unit cell length
Lc,0 (parameterizing the taper length) corrob-
orate enhanced stress through correspondence
with the theoretical scaling fbgº

!!!!!!!!!!!
s!xc"

p
=Lc;0

(Fig. 2E).
The Q factors of uniform and tapered PnC

nanobeams are compared in Fig. 4. Blue circles
correspond to the measurements in Fig. 3G; red
circles are compiled for localizedmodes of 4-mm-

long tapered beams with various peak stresses,
corresponding to fbg = 1 to 6MHz. According to a
full model (20),Q( fbg) should in principle trace
out a line of constant Q " f " 1015 Hz, exceeding
the clamp-free limit of a uniform beam (Q " fº
1/f ) for sufficiently high frequency. We observe
this behavior with an unexplained ~30% reduc-
tion, with Q factors exceeding the clamp-free
model by a factor of up to 3 and reaching abso-
lute values high as 3 " 108. Although theoretical-
ly this Q should be accessible by soft-clamping
alone at lower frequency, our strain-engineering
strategy gives access to higher Q " f, reaching a
value as high as 8.1 " 1014 Hz for the 3.2-MHz
mode of a 4-mm-long device. HigherQ andQ " f
factors were achieved using longer beams (red
squares in Fig. 4C). In Fig. 4A we highlight the
190-s ringdown of a 7-mm-long device excited
in its 1.33-MHz defect mode, corresponding to
Q = 8.0 " 108 and Q " f = 1.1 " 1015 Hz. We note
that at this low damping rate ( f/Q ~ 1 mHz),
photothermal effects become important. Stro-
boscopic ringdowns (Fig. 4, A and B) confirm
that photothermal damping contributes less
than 5% uncertainty (20).
Realization of Q " f ~ 1015 in a mechanical

oscillator with m on the order of picograms has
numerous intriguing implications. First, such
an oscillator is an exquisite force sensor. For
example, localized modes of the beam outlined in
Fig. 3 are limited by thermal noise to a sensitivity
of

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8pkBTmf =Q

p
" 3!aN=

!!!!!!
Hz

p
" at f ~ 2.5 MHz

and T = 300 K. This value is on par with a typical
atomic force microscope cantilever operating at
a frequency and absolute temperature two orders
of magnitude lower (22), creating new oppor-
tunities for applications such as high-speed

force microscopy (23). Of practical importance
is that the reported devices also exhibit an
exceptionally strong thermal displacement of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

kBTQ=!4p3mf 3"
p

# nm=
!!!!!!
Hz

p
, accessible by

rudimentary detection techniques such as de-
flectometry. Indeed, their zero-point motion!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!Q=!2p2mf 2"
p

# pm=
!!!!!!
Hz

p
is orders of mag-

nitude larger than the sensitivity of modern
microcavity-based optical interferometers (24),
offering possibilities in the field of quantum mea-
surement and control (25). A fascinating pros-
pect is to use measurement-based feedback to
cool such an oscillator to its ground state from
room temperature (26). A basic requirement is
that the oscillator undergo a single oscillation in
the thermal decoherence time !Q/kBT. The de-
vices reported are exceptional in this respect,
capable of performing (2pQ " f )/(kBT/!) > 100
coherent oscillations at room temperature.
Looking forward, the performance of our de-

vices seems far from exhausted. First, the dilu-
tion factors we have achieved are still an order
of magnitude below the limit set by the yield
stress of Si3N4. Our results may thus benefit from
more aggressive strain engineering. [For ex-
ample, Si microbridges have been fabricated
with local stresses as high as 7.6 GPa (14).] We
also emphasize that higher aspect ratios offer
a direct route to higher Q. The aspect ratios of
our longest beams (L/h = 3.5 " 105) appear to
be anomalously high for a suspended thin film,
including 2D materials (27); however, Si3N4

membranes with centimeter-scale dimensions
have recently been reported (28), hinting at a
trend toward more extreme devices. Finally,
we note that the source of intrinsic loss in our
devices is unknown, although it is likely due to
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Fig. 3. “Soft-clamped” 1D nanomechanical resonators. (A) Schematic
of a phononic crystal nanobeam with central defect. See text for details.
(B) SEM image of a unit cell. (C) Optical image of a sample chipwith 76 beams,
each with a different defect length. (D) Band diagram showing in-plane (||)
and out-of-plane (!) normal modes of a unit cell. (E) Displacement spectrum
(blue) of a single beam, scaled to the theoretical root mean square thermal

displacement of the defect mode,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
kBT=md!2pf"2

q
" 6 pm. Overlaid are

effective mass coefficients m/md (red circles) inferred from the area
beneath noise peaks. The gray curve is a model based on mode shapes in
(H), used to estimate md " 5 pm (20). (F) Frequency spectra of multiple
beams with different defect lengths. Black lines are a solution to the
Euler-Bernoulli equation. (G) Compilation of Q measurements for a
subset of the modes in (F), overlaid with a model based on Eq. 1. (H) Mode
shapes obtained from the Euler-Bernoulli equation.
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surface imperfections (17). To test this hypoth-
esis, we compiled defect Qs for beams with
thicknesses h = 20, 50, and 100 nm (Fig. 4D).
The inferred thickness dependence of the intrin-
sic Q, Q0 " 6900 · h/100 nm, is indeed a signature
of surface loss and agrees well in absolute terms
with a recent meta-study on Si3N4 nanomechan-
ical resonators (17). Remarkably, the Qº Q0/h

2

scaling of soft-clamped resonators (8) preserves
the advantage of thinner devices even in the pres-
ence of surface loss. It therefore seems appeal-
ing to apply our approach to epitaxially strained
crystalline thin films (29), which can have Q0

values two orders of magnitude larger than amor-
phous films at temperatures below 10 K (30).
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Fig. 4. Enhancing the quality factor of a soft-clamped nanobeam by
strain engineering. (A) Interferometric ringdown of a 7-mm-long,
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mode (pink). Dotted line is an exponential fit with a decay time of 190 s.
The inferred Q of 8.0 ! 108 is indicated by a red star in (C). Overlaid is
a stroboscopic ringdown with measurement-on and measurement-off
intervals in red and gray, respectively. (B) Fits to stroboscopic
ringdowns with different duty cycles yield the same Q to within 5%,
suggesting that photothermal damping is negligible. Also shown in (A)

is a ringdown of a uniform PnC nanobeam [cyan star in (C)]. (C) Q
versus mode frequency of PnC nanobeams with different geometries.
Blue points correspond to modes of the uniform PnC nanobeam
described in Fig. 3. Red points correspond to defect modes of tapered
beams. Color groups include the highest five Q factors recorded for
different beams. Blue dots are a numerical model based on Eq. 1.
(D) Compilation of defect mode Q for uniform PnC nanobeams
(Fig. 3) of different thickness. Overlaid is a model with Q0 = 6900 ·
h/(100 nm), consistent with surface loss.
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